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DAY 1 WELCOME TO ST. PETERSBURG

14:00 Arrival to St. Petersburg Pulkovo airport

15:00 Meeting with a guide and departure from airport

15:00-16:00 Transfer to hotel/Check-in

16:30-19:00 Panoramic city tour:

• Palace Square

• St. Isaac's Cathedral visit with Colonnade

• Admiral Embarkment

• Bronze Horseman

19:00-20:00 Transfer back to hotel

Optional Dinner in Russian and Cozy Маri Vanna restaurant



DAY 2     HISTORY AND CULTURE

10:00 Meeting with a guide and departure from hotel

10:00-11:00 Transfer to Peterhof

11:00-13:00 Peterhof Lower park & Grand Peterhof Palace

13:00-14:00 Transfer to Nevskiy prospect

14:00-15:00 Lunch on Nevskiy prospect by your own

15:00-16:00 Walking tour on Nevskiy prospect

16:00-16:30 Transfer to Vasilievskiy

16:30-17:30 Retro-Tram Excursion on Vasilievskiy Island

17:30-18:30 Transfer back to hotel

Optional Transfer to dinner

Optional Dinner in Cozy Pryanosty & Radosty restaurant (caucasian)



DAY 3 MODERN CITY

10:00 Meeting with a guide and departure from hotel

10:30-12:00 Visit to Legendary Hermitage Museum

12:30-13:30 Sightseeing Segway Tour

13:30-14:00 Transfer to New Holland Island

14:00-16:30 Lunch by your own and then guided tour on New Holland Island

17:00-18:00 Evening rooftop tour

18:00-19:00 Transfer back to hotel

Optional Transfer to dinner

Optional Dinner in Magnificent Terrassa restaurant

21:30 Transfer to Erarta Museum

22:00-23:00 Private night visit to the Erarta Museum of contemporary art

23:00-24:00 Transfer back to hotel



DAY 4 DEPARTURE FROM CITY

12:00 Meeting with a guide and departure from hotel

12:00 Transfer to airport

TBA Departure back home



DAY-BY-DAY PROGRAM



HOTEL
HOLIDAY INN MOSKOVSKIE VOROTA 4* OR SIMILAR

Holiday Inn St. Petersburg Moskovskye Vorota is located in Saint Petersburg and has a fitness

center, terrace and bar. All guest rooms comes with air conditioning, a flat-screen TV with satellite

channels, a electric tea pot, a bath, free toiletries and a desk. Rooms are complete with a private

bathroom equipped with a shower, while some rooms are equipped with a seating area. Guest

rooms feature a closet. With the Moskovskye Vorota metro station across the road, the hotel is

only 4 stops from all major attractions: the Hermitage, St Isaac’s Cathedral, Church on Spilled

Blood, the Russian Museum, the Peter & Paul Fortress and the Mariinsky theatre.Moskovskiy is a

great choice for travelers interested in monuments, sightseeing and romance.

RADISSON ROYAL HOTEL 5* OR SIMIRAL

Located within a 4-minute walk from Mayakovskaya Metro Station, this hotel offers a fitness

center and spa facilities, which include a sauna, Jacuzzi whirlpool and massage rooms. Free WiFi is

provided throughout the property. All rooms at Radisson Royal Hotel offer a Nespresso coffee

machine along with tea and coffee facilities. Full HD Smart TV is featured in the unit and the

available One Touch Service button provides quick access to hotel's services. The bathrooms come

with underfloor heating. Guests can enjoy panoramic city views in the Cannelle Bar. The Radisson

is a 3-minute walk from Beloselsky-Belozersky Palace on the Fontanka River. It takes half an hour

to reach Palace Square and Hermitage Museum by foot. Pulkovo Airport is within a 40-minute

drive from the property.



ARRIVAL TO ST. PETERSBURG

St. Petersburg is the second largest city in Russia after its capital - Moscow, with the population of about 6 million people.

The city was founded 1703 by Peter the Great and has been called the Venice of the North due to all canals and bridges

along the Neva River and canals as well as the Window to the West, the gateway to the East and many more. The city is

created by five major Islands and the center is rather small around all main attractions, the Marinsky Theater, the Palace

Square, Peter & Paul Fortress, St. Isaac’s Cathedral all surrounded by the Neva River and the main Street Nevsky Prospect.

DAY 1

PANORAMIC CITY TOUR:

ST. ISAAC'S CATHEDRAL VISIT WITH COLONNADE

Look behind the pink and gray façade of St. Petersburg's miraculous Saint Isaac's Cathedral and discover the amazing

mosaics of the church, dedicated to Saint Isaac of Dalmatia. Marvel at the 112 red granite columns with Corinthian capitals,

each hewn and erected as a single block. Be amazed by the rotunda and the main dome, plated with pure gold. Climb 262

steps at the colonnade, where magnificent views of the Neva River, Admiralty and Saint Isaac's Square are your reward. Cast

your eyes over city monuments, including the Church of the Savior on Spilled Blood and Winter Palace.

ALSO YOU WILL SEE PALACE SQUARE, ADMIRAL EMBARKEMENT,BRONSE HORSEMAN.

DINNER AT COZY MARI VANNA RESTAURANT/OPTIONAL

Mari Vanna restaurant is all about Russian coziness. It operates in Moscow, London, Baku and New York, but the first

restaurant was opened in St. Petersburg ten years ago. Mari Vanna moved from Lenina Street to Mytninskaya embankment

and now it boasts the view of Hare Island and Spit of Vasilyevsky Island. The interior was designed by Megre Interiors: room

screens wrapped in Pavloposadskie shawls compete in nostalgia with retro sideboards and typewriters, the symbols of good

old days. Mari Vanna offers a seating area on the balcony, a lower hall and two separate rooms for chamber get-togethers -

the Fireplace and the Dining Room.



PETERHOF LOWER PARK & GRAND PETERHOF PALACE

Get ready to see one of the most spectacular sights of your life. The journey will start from the doors of your hotel,

where you'll meet your driver/guide and travel in an extra comfortable car or mini-van/coach. The trip will take

about 1 hour, during which you will hear an interesting introduction story and get ready for your sightseeing tour.

Have the time of your life in Peterhof, one of the most famous and beautiful former summer residence of the

Russian kings.

The Peterhof Museum Complex is one of the most popular museums not only in Russia, but in the whole world.

Even a few hours here are enough to feel the spirit of history, which still lives on and breathes in this magnificent

place. As a former residence of the Russian monarchs, Peterhof brings together the finest achievements in national

and international culture. Peter I the Great planned Peterhof as the residence of a sea king. This was to be his

incarnation of Russia as a great European power, with a foothold on the shores of the world's oceans, capable of

competing with the finest Western courts — above all, with Versailles.

Highlights:

• Explore the beautiful and majestic Peterhof Palace and its stunning grounds

• See the impressive Grand Palace and its amazing mix of baroque and classical styles

• Wander through the stately gardens and see the gorgeous fountains that cover the estate

• Discover the stunning halls of the Grand Palace of Peterhoff before the museum opens to the general public

DAY 2/PART 1



WALKING TOUR ON NEVSKIY PROSPEKT

Nevsky Prospect the main street in the city of St. Petersburg in Russia. It takes its name from the Alexander Nevsky Lavra ,

the monastery which stands at the eastern end of the street, and which in turn commemorates the Russian hero Prince

Saint Alexander Nevsky (1221-1263). Now there is the city’s busiest street, running for 2.8 miles (4.5 km). Today you can find

it lined with modern restaurants, movie theatres, restaurants, together with the splendid palaces of the Russian aristocracy.

The majority of the city's shopping and nightlife takes place on or immediately off Nevsky Prospekt.

DAY 2/PART 2

RETRO-TRAM EXCURSION ON VASILIEVSKIY ISLAND

An incredible opportunity to spend your evening travelling throughout the city by an old retro tram. You will go along

Petropavlovskaya naberezhnaya, cross the Troitskiy Bridge (there you will see Neva River, Peter and Paul Fortress and

Dvortsovaya naberezhnaya), turn to ulitsa Sadovaya and stop near Pokrovsky Skver. Do you know that tram is a symbol of

St. Petersburg city? St. Petersburg is home to first Russian tram which started here in early XX century. At one moment in its

history, the city was even referred to as «the world tram capital» as the length of all tram routes here was the longest on

planet.

DINNER AT COZY PRYANOSTY& RADOSTY RESTAURANT/OPTIONAL

Its pretty and makes you feel at home at both floors of the restaurant. Comfortable and warm in all its halls: in an under-

the-roof mansard amid different color chairs and entwining green trees, in the fireplace hall where floor-to-ceiling racks are

filled with wine bottles and in the main hall – where fig trees sit in small pots and parrots occupy wall niches. There’s a lot of

food at “Pryanosti” – rich variety to choose from. North, West, East and South – all represented on the menu. The ever-

present brand-chef Iso Dzandzava is responsible for the oriental cuisine. For those who love food from the Caucasus –

tender pkhali and Megreli-style lobio, spicy hot kharcho with sweet rice and honey churchkhela.



VISIT TO LEGENDARY HERMITAGE MUSEUM

The State Rooms of the Winter Palace are dazzling and form a logical part of any visit to the Hermitage Museum. But the

museum’s art collection, which is displayed in the same building complex, is harder to get to grips with. Highlights range

from a unique collection of seventh-century BC Scythian gold to some of Picasso’s great Blue Period paintings, and include

an astonishing collection of Rembrandts, great paintings by Titian, Giorgione and Leonardo, Michelangelo’s unfinished

sculpture of a crouching boy, and the best collection of English art in Continental Europe – including Gainsborough’s Woman

in Blue.

DAY 3/PART 1

SIGHTSEEING SEGWAY CITY TOUR

Enjoy this beautiful tour that includes the most famous sights of Saint-Petersburg. This is the best alternative to bus and

pedestrian trips. We created several tours around the city centre for fans of history and architecture, with Segway

discoveries for everyone who wants to explore all the mysteries of the city for themselves. In an hour by Segway you will see

more than in three hours with a walking tour, and even better – there’s no tiredness. Lots of stories, useful tips, impressive

views and unforgettable impressions. We will provide you with picturesque views, an unforgettable trip using high-tech

transport, as well as fascinating stories about the history of the city.

TOUR IN NEW HOLLAND ISLAND

The construction of New Holland was intricately tied to the history of the Admiralty. As part of his efforts to build Saint

Petersburg up from swampland, Peter the Great brought in Dutch shipbuilders, giving them a workspace along the left

bank of the Neva. This area soon began to resemble more of a foreign port, giving way to the nickname “Holland,” which

was later fixed to the man-made island formed by the Moika river and the Admiralteysky and Kryukov Canals. he most

recent chapter of New Holland's history started in 2011, when the island first reopened to the public. The experimental

temporary programming, Summer on New Holland (2011-2013) provided ample opportunity to conduct further social and

marketing research in order to more accurately define the possible functions of the future project.



ROOFTOP TOUR

The roofs of St. Petersburg and walks through them have long become an integral part of the tourist routes around the city.

This is an unusual tour, during which you will see the city from above. Nevsky Prospect, cathedrals, courtyards, wells, and

even old buildings will appear in full view. On the excursion you will walk with a professional guide-rufer through the

connected houses of the night city, visit the highest point in the center of St. Petersburg - a viewing tower at the corner of

Nevsky Prospect. The city is full of secrets and legends. Our guides know all of them. As you enjoy your relaxed walk along

the roofs they tell you the stories about the most interesting and exciting events of St. Petersburg's history.

DAY 3/PART 2

DINNER IN MAGNIFICENT TERRASSA RESTAURANT/OPTIONAL

Interior (both inside the restaurant and outside – on the terrace) is European laconic with atmosphere of calmness in the

very centre of bustling megapolis and gifts exceptional comfort to everyone. In the menu the richness of different world

cuisines is presented. American, French, Italian, Thai, Chinese, Japanese, Russian – all gastronomical traditions are in a

harmony with each other there, give our visitors the great choice and guarantee perfect taste. In the window of Raw-bar,

right on the ice-cold underlay, there is a full diversity of sea food specialities. Oysters and sea urchins, whole octopus, big

lobster, northern shrimps and sturgeon caviar.

NIGHT VISIT TO THE ERARTA MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART

An extraordinary experience of visiting the museum of contemporary art , total in dark only with lantern in your hands.

What kind of life is starts at the exposition halls are closed? When the city are preparing for silence of darkness and dreams.

An on unusual excursion with lantern each visitor will be able to feel the mysterious atmosphere of the Erarta Museum,

learn new facets of creativity, and see contemporary art in a new light. Playing shadows on the walls, glare and half-tones

practically revive the characters paintings that draw you into the mysterious world of shadows and thoughts. Excursion with

lantern not only gives a new vision of art and also enjoy of the romantic atmosphere



CHECK OUT FROM HOTEL & TRANSFER TO THE AIRPORT

Please remember to instruct the reception about wake-up calls. Make sure that you take your

passports and immigration forms from the hotel reception. Ensure correct and coordinated

breakfast, luggage pull and bell service. Also provide time for individual payment at the

reception for extra room charge.

DEPARTURE FROM ST. PETERSBURG (PULKOVO AIRPORT)

Pulkovo Airport was officially opened on June 24, 1932, as a state-owned domestic

airport. According to provisional figures for 2017, 16,125,520 passengers passed

through the airport, a 21.6% increase over 2016. This makes Pulkovo the 4th

busiest airport in Russia and the Post-Soviet States. Pulkovo is one of the largest

airports in Russia and Eastern Europe.

TERMINALS: Pulkovo 1, Pulkovo 2, Terminal 1

DAY 4



PROGRAM INCLUDES:

• Accommodation in centrally located 4 & 5-star hotel in Moscow

• Breakfast

• Professional Licensed English-speaking guide daily

• Transport - daily as per program

• Entrance fees to museums and parks

• All taxes and VAT

• Visa support letter and voucher

Price p/p in DBL/TWIN room (based on 10 people in group): 494 EUR (4 star)

Price p/p in DBL/TWIN room (based on 20 people in group): 390 EUR (4 star)

Price p/p in DBL/TWIN room (based on 30 people in group): 342 EUR (4 star)

Price p/p in DBL/TWIN room (based on 40 people in group): 340 EUR (4 star)

Price p/p in DBL/TWIN room (based on 50 people in group): 321 EUR (4 star)

SINGLE SUPPLEMENT: + 75 EUR (4 star)

* Main currency is RUB / Rates are subject to reconfirmation at a time of the booking (Exchange rate 80 RUB per 1 EUR)

**Please note lunches and dinners aren’t included 



PROGRAM INCLUDES:

• Accommodation in centrally located 4 & 5-star hotel in Moscow

• Breakfast

• Professional Licensed English-speaking guide daily

• Transport - daily as per program

• Entrance fees to museums and parks

• All taxes and VAT

• Visa support letter and voucher

Price p/p in DBL/TWIN room (based on 2 people in group): 957 EUR (4 star)

Price p/p in DBL/TWIN room (based on 4 people in group): 643 EUR (4 star)

Price p/p in DBL/TWIN room (based on 6 people in group): 455 EUR (4 star)

Price p/p in DBL/TWIN room (based on 8 people in group): 410 EUR (4 star)

SINGLE SUPPLEMENT: + 75 EUR (4 star)

* Main currency is RUB / Rates are subject to reconfirmation at a time of the booking (Exchange rate 80 RUB per 1 EUR)

**Please note lunches and dinners aren’t included 

***Please note Retro-tram tour and Erarata museum visit are offered optionally.



TEL: +7 499 288 2118

E-MAIL: contact@miceversa.com

WEBSITE: http://www.miceversa.com

OFFICE: Russia, Moscow, per. Krasina 15/1, office 19

EXPLORE RUSSIA
WITH US

mailto:contact@miceversa.com?subject=Russia
http://www.miceversa.com/

